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Sign up to join our newsletter
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Durham 
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Full grain leather exhibiting a beautiful antiqued two tone coloration. Antiqued effect is applied by local artisans using a traditional hand wiping method combined with a secondary mechanically applied effect. Superior selection of New Zealand cattle hides are hand selected for Durham. Luxurious soft hand and smooth supple surface make this leather the perfect choice for any classic setting.
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Cuoio is a natural aniline leather with a wax over spray and an amazing supple hand feel and look. The uniqueness of Cuoio is in the softness of the look, while still maintaining a beautiful distressed look. Selected hides are meticulously picked for this article to give it a naturally even pebbled grain, and to maximize its natural hand feel. Once upholstered, Cuoio will give any piece a sophisticated elegant look with an excellent drape and feel.
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Corisoft 
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Polished with a lightly pigmented top coat giving the leather a uniformity of colour and an enhanced but natural grain surface. Low maintenance, ideal for high traffic, high usage applications.
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Bally 
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Anillne dyed leather with all of nature’s natural beauty. Open scars, brand marks, tick bites and other natural marking make this leather unique. Oil and wax are added in the finishing to provide a warm and supple hand, timeless styles that embodies or comfort and style.
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Chanel 
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Chanel is an aniline dyed leather that is oiled or waxed for a soft, sophisticated, distressed appearance. When pulled, the oils or waxes cause the colouring to migrate and become lighter in the pulled areas; a look associated with fine, authentically aged furniture. A protective clear coat is applied to give Chanel and additional luster and great wear ability.
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Brussels 
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A beautiful naturally-milled grain and saturated colour make Brussels the perfect choice for soft, authentic leather. Tanned with a special agent that makes it feel supple and polished, this leather imparts a soft sense of elegance and luxury. The overall appearance reflects a cozy, refined patina similar to a well-worn pair of equestrian chaps.
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Bravo 
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This top grain printed leather offers depth, texture, slight sheen, for everyday use.A special finishing is used to create both roundness and softness, with a hint of greasy touch to obtain a natural touch to the hand. Finally, a protective topcoat and two tone effect, gives the hides a resistant yet brilliant finish.
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Bonanza 
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Tanned in Italy on heavyweight (1.4 -1.6) hide that average over 50 sq. ft., this leather has a rich bold grain that is created from using heavier weight hides that are milled heavily, both in the crust stage and after completion. This is a wax tannage derived from an old footwear recipe used for boot-making with the overall effect being casual, comfortable leather with a dramatic visual appeal. Bonanza is completely natural with healed scars, tick bites and other natural markings enhancing nature’s beauty.
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Austin 
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A seductively creamy hide with a lovely light pull up effect. Natural oils and waxes are applied to provide unique luster and velvet like hand. Natural visible markings such as healed scars, small scratches, insect bites and other signatures of nature are characteristics that give it a unique identity. Overtime a rich patina will develop reflecting the lifestyle of its user.
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Buckingham 
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Natural leather with an oil tannage that provides a light pull up effect leather including open and healed scars, tick bites, brands, growth areas and other natural markings. Wax and oil in finishing provide a smooth round hand with a cool surface feel as well as a vibrant pull up effect when upholstered. Buckingham, enduring appeal is its timeless style and luxury that embodies all the qualities of a casual, comfortable lifestyle.
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